
APPENDIX D 
 

 

Health & Safty.  
Sec 12  of the Licensing act 1872 clearly states it is illegal to Ride or Drive a Horse 
while under the influence of alcohol. This Law is still active 2021. 
I have witnessed the sad results of an occasion  at Four Elms , when a rider came 
off the horse . The horse bolted for home down the road into a Police car , the 
horse was so badly hurt it had to be put down . When the rider finely arrived at 
the scene it was Very Clear she had ,had too much to drink. 
On another occasion a rider came off his horse  ,while out hunting also had too 
much stirrup cup! the Air Ambulance was called. 
I have been a Jump Judge at Lockskinners Farm . The Horses were finding this 
fence a bit tricky, so did not need any distraction? 
When three or four people came round the corner in the middle of the course , I 
asked them to Clear the Course so they were out of the way of the Horses and 
Riders, I was told that they were in the open class of jumping and were Walking 
the Course? 
I told them they should have walked the course at the proper time with all the 
Riders. It was very clear to me they also had had a good lunch. 
It is very dangerous for Everybody to have people walking about the cause even 
sober! let alone under the influence of Alcohol. 
A Horse has a mind of it's own so will flee a situation it is unhappy with and that is 
when accidents happen. 
Alcohol is not a good thing when mixed with Horses , or Cars! 
Which I am totally against a License for Lockskinners.  
 
Mrs Paddy Bunn  

  

 




